UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS AS-A-SERVICE (UCAAS)
FROM NORTHSTATE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
At NorthState, we deliver a variety of as-a-service offerings that help
today’s enterprises lighten their IT workloads and better compete. Through UCaaS, we
can provide a cost-effective way for your organization to improve its collaboration
capabilities, as well as further your digital transformation strategy.

SO, WHY
COLLABORATION IN
THE CLOUD?
There’s a number of
reasons that organizations
are shifting towards
cloud-based solutions for
collaboration.

SUPPORT COLLABORATION
DEMANDS

KEEP UP WITH NEW
STANDARDS

It can be difficult to
provide the collaboration
services required by a
modern, diverse workforce
with on premise solutions

Cloud is becoming the
standard for cost-effective
communications, in fact,
Gartner expects the UCaaS
market to grow 21% in 2018*

LESSEN ON PREMISE
IT BURDENS

DRIVE DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION

Cloud-based solutions like
UCaaS free IT teams from
the headaches and burdens
of managing on premise
infrastructure

Cloud-based solutions
improve agility – a big
reason why cloud adoption
is a significant component
of digital transformation

NORTHSTATE’S UCAAS SOLUTION
With UCaaS from NorthState, you can securely deliver modern collaboration
capabilities to your end users, anywhere they need them. It’s a hosted service that includes the
latest UC, customer collaboration, and conferencing technology – even collaboration
endpoints – all at one predictable monthly cost.
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2N DATA CENTERS

Remote &
home users

24/7 SUPPORT

LATEST TECHNOLOGY

Get 24/7 monitoring
and expert support,
and leave the moves,
changes, and patching
to NorthState

Adopt the latest Cisco
technology with the
financial, operational,
and strategic benefits
of the cloud

INCREDIBLY RELIABLE

HIGHLY CUSTOMIZABLE

SUPERB CAPABILITIES

Count on reliability as
our UCaaS offerings
are hosted in our
state-of-the-art 2N+1
data center facilities

Choose from seat and
endpoint options –
including basic phone
service to executive and
conference room seats

Leverage integrated
calling, conferencing,
video, wireless, and
messaging to improve
collaboration

HOW ARE OUR
CUSTOMERS
BENEFITTING
FROM UCAAS?

Ability to scale up
or down quickly

Less on premise IT
responsibilities

Improved remote
worker productivity

Improved level
of security

Stabilized
technology costs

Better customer service
and freed-up IT teams

Many of our customers
are seeing benefits
that enable them to
become a more
efficient, flexible, and
profitable company.

THE VALUE OF A PARTNER LIKE NORTHSTATE
We’re proud to provide Technology Assurance to our enterprise customers. With NorthState,
you get security and reliability on the scope of any work assigned – guaranteed.

Guaranteed

SECURITY

RELIABILITY

GUARANTEED

We weave security into
everything we do, it’s
never an afterthought

Our data centers provide
maximum uptime and
optimal performance

We provide a full
guarantee on all of our
professional services

Schedule an initial meeting today
Learn how UCaaS can improve collaboration capabilities, drive digital
transformation, and save costs in your organization.

technologysolutions@nscom.com

*Market Guide for Unified Communications as-a-Service: North America, Gartner, February 2018

